GEORGE THE THIRD
English Government ought well to consider before it gives any
encouragement to a proposition which cannot fail sooner or later
to separate the two kingdoms, or by way of establishing a similar
line of conduct in this kingdom adopt measures to prevent which
my family was invited to mount the throne of this kingdom in
preference to the House of Savoy.
One might suppose the authors of this scheme had not viewed
the tendency or extent of the question, but were actuated alone by
the peevish inclination of humiliating the old friends of English
Government, or from the desire of paying implicit obedience to the
heated imagination of Mr Burke.
Besides the discontent and changes which must be occasioned by
the dereliction of all the principles that have been held as wise by our
ancestors, it is impossible to foresee how far it may alienate the
minds of this kingdom; for though I fear religion is but little
attended to by persons of rank, and that the word toleration, or
rather indifference to that sacred subject, has been too much admitted
by them, yet the bulk of the nation has not been spoiled by foreign
travels and manners, and still feels the blessings of having a fixed
principle from whence the source of every tie to society and govern-
ment must trace its origin.
I cannot conclude without expressing that the subject is beyond
the decision of any Cabinet of Ministers—that, could they form an
opinion in favour of such a measure, it would be highly dangerous,
without previous concert with the leading men of every order in
the State, to send any encouragement to the Lord-Lieutenant on
this subject; and if received with the same suspicion I do, I am
certain it would be safer even to change the new administration in
Ireland, if its continuance depends on the success of this proposal,
than to prolong its existence on grounds that must sooner or later
ruin one if not both kingdoms.
Though every line in this memorandum rings with prejudice
there was much wisdom in the King's views. It is always
dangerous to speculate in history; but such a recent controversy
as that which arose over the introduction of the Revised Prayer
Book indicates the inherent Protestantism of the English people;
and in George's reign the awful lawlessness which developed
during the Gordon Riots proves that the fiercest passions could
be aroused against the Catholics. There was one possible way
out of the difficulty—a conference ofe the leading men of every
order in the State' to discuss the question; but, again, as sub-
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